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Abstract 
LANS with confidential information are always being separated physically from internet to avoid hacker’s attack, 
Trojan and virus. It is in high security, but also difficult to exchange among different security levels of networks 
synchronously. A new unilateral transmission system based on multiple channels & 2D Code encoding and decoding 
technology has been put forward. The system uses light as the transmission carrier to insure its unilateralization from 
one network to others. Transmission speed reaches 10KB/S. It is not costly, but being manipulated conveniently. In a 
word, the system is in high security and utility. 
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1. Introduction
According to《Law of PRC Keeping National Secret》: “Computer which recorded national secret
cannot link to internet or other public networks, being isolated from them, it is called “physical isolation”. 
Networks of government, military and bank are independent to keep information security. Physical 
isolation solved disclosure in a way, but set obstacle to obtain information from external networks. New 
equipment “Unilateral transmission system based on multiple channels & 2D code encoding and decoding 
technology” is put forward; it is according with “physical isolation”, and being able to acquire information 
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for external networks automatically, unilaterally and safely. The user knows clearly it is isolated visually, 
because there is no converse link except light route.  
2. System Design 
Because QR code carries more information by comparing with other 2D codes and its high ability of 
correcting, it is being used in transmission in system. 
Hardware Structure: image display, camera, TV tuner card, internal network terminal, external network 
terminal, mechanical finger. 
Fig. 1. System structure 
Software structure: image collection module, digital image processing module, data compression and 
decompression module, 2D code combining and cutting module, correction encoding and decoding 
module and QR code encoding and decoding module. 
2.1. Working theory of external network terminal 
(1) User chooses the original data to send (the data is safe). 
(2) Create data sending frame buffer in Ram.  
(3) Read original data from hard disk to Ram, compress and encode it according to Huffman codes theory; 
(4) Correct and encode the compressed data according to Reed-Solomon codes theory. 
(5) Cut data to data blocks which is appointed size given by user; involve frame serial number and 
correcting code into data blocks, convert them into frames and store them in buffer, then they are encoded 
in terms of frame serial number by QR code encoding module. 
(6) QR code encoding module reads data frames, converts them to bit flow according to improved QR 
code encoding theory, corrects and constructs them to sequence codes, processes QR code matrix, and 
then mask them, at last, it engenders QR code image. 
(7) Combine four or more QR code images in one image, form multiple channels, see Fig 3. 
(8) Display multiple channels QR code images one by one until to the end. 
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Fig.2. Structure of external network terminal software system
Fig.3. Interface of external network terminal software system 
2.2. Working Theory of Internal Network Terminal 
(1) Camera of internal network computer gets the multiple QR code images from external network 
terminal display. Video capture module scans the camera in certain frequency appointed by user, and 
sends images to main control module. 
(2) Main control module renovates the image receiving buffer, clears the QR code images which have 
been processed and scans and stores new images. Filter module filtrates noises in the image [1}. QR code 
decoding module reverts QR codes one by one to data frame.  
(3) Data frame assembly module reads data frame receiving buffer, reverts frames to data blocks and 
combines those data blocks back to compressed data according to frame serial number. 
(4) Decompression and correcting module corrects the received data firstly [2], if correcting failed, asks the 
external network terminal to resend the data until correcting successful. Then decompress the data back to 
original data. 
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Fig.4. Structure of internal network terminal software system 
3. CPU&GPU Structure
GPU consists in all the computers almost. GPU in an extraordinary parallel processing unit, fit for 
computing a mass of data, inefficient in processing condition branch flow. CPU is more efficient than 
GPU in judging and forecasting condition branch, because there is not complicated flow control unit in 
GPU. But GPU has high memory bandwidth and plenty of independent processing unit, being specialized 
in computing[3]. CPU reads memory of GPU from PCI-Express graphical interface, which bandwidth is 
8GB/s at best in PCI-Express X16 edition, memory bandwidth of GPU reaches 50GB/s[4].
System software could divide into two parts according to computing type: Host Part and Device Part. 
Host Part means what run in CPU; Device Part means what run in GPU, in other name “kernel”. In the 
system, digital image processing runs in Device Part, condition branch judging, such as confirming 
edition, error checking runs in Host Part. 
Fig.5. Internal network terminal software function based on CPU&GPU parallel processing 
4. Experiment
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Experiment used 2 normal PC, as external network terminal and internal network terminal. Here is 
main hardware: 
CPU: AMD 4Core 9650 Processing Unit; 2.3GHz; 
Memory：Kingston DDR2 800MHz, 4G; 
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT，1G; 
Display: VTK8060 10.4inch LCD screen, response time: 8ms. 
TV tuner card: TianMin 10moons Direct Show TV tuner card. 
Txt file was being used in experiment, tested 100 times, frame frequency was 15frame/s, single QR 
code carried 255B information, 4 channels in a frame, correcting level was L, and testing result was as 
below: 
Table 1. Example testing result  
Test data size 10 KB 20 KB 50 KB 100 KB 500 KB 
Accuracy 99．99% 99．98% 99．95% 99．90% 99．50% 
Result analysis： transmitting speed of the system keeps at 10KB/S when transmitting data is nearly 
valid. But when the frequency of external network display doesn’t match the frequency of internal 
network camera, camera captured the image like Fig.6, there would be decoding errors which are hard to 
correct and decode.  
Fig.6. Frequency mismatch 
5. Ending
The paper puts forward a multiple channels QR code encoding and decoding transmitting technology, 
making use of light as the information carrier, which keeps the orientation is absolutely unilateral and 
safe, hardware is not expensive, transmitting speed could reach 10KB/S, the data is valid. 
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